15 Questions
for your Social Customer
Care Vendor

We believe Twitter is a great place for organizations to
deliver efficient, cost-effective customer service, and to do
so while highlighting their unique brand personalities. The
ability to publicly display empathy, a sense of humor or
even apologize for a mistake can go a long way, especially
in a world with too many canned marketing messages that
all sound the same. After all, good customer service makes
for some of the best “free” marketing.
Twitter has always been a platform for global, public
conversations, where anything and everything is discussed.
It’s also one of the top channels where consumers go to
engage with brands. In fact, 82%1 of people on Twitter
actively engage with brands. It should be no surprise then
that 80%2 of social care requests sent via social platforms
also happen on Twitter.
As the volume of social care requests on Twitter have
grown, a multitude of vendors have appeared to offer to
help organizations manage this emerging channel. But
social is different from more established care channels
and requires a different set of features and competencies.
It also requires a different set of questions and evaluation
criteria on the part of the buyer.
It’s for this reason that we have produced this list of
potential questions for your current or prospective
Customer Care Vendors. These questions are meant
to help your organization navigate the vendor selection
process and make more informed decisions on which tool
is right for you.

Below are 15 topics worth considering when evaluating social care vendors:
01 Analytics
What type of care-focused metrics are available on the platform? Key
metrics should include First Response Time, Average Handling Time and
Time to Resolution. Inquire if the vendor allows you to create custom metrics
given your specific business needs.
02 Approval Workflows
Does the vendor allow for the creation of permission-based custom
workflows for the purposes of agent collaboration, content approval and
quality control?
03 Auditing
Are the full conversation history and all agent actions available for export if
needed for auditing purposes? This is especially critical in highly regulated
industries such as financial services.
04 Case Management and Ticketing
Does the vendor offer the ability to create cases or tickets for further followup and/or escalation? Do they offer connectors or integrations to commonly
used case management platforms?
05 Chatbots
Can the vendor help you integrate chatbots? Twitter has deployed a number
of features over the past 18 months to improve the customer experience
and assist brands in helping consumers such as welcome messages and
quick replies. Ask if the vendor has access to these features.
06 Compliance and Information Security
Does the vendor have SOC2 accreditation or other certifications important in
your industry and/or country?
07 Conversation history
Is the vendor able to provide the full conversation history with a specific
customer on a specific topic, regardless of whether the conversation was
public, private or both? Vendors should be able to thread public tweets and
private Direct Messages together into a conversation view, which provides
necessary context should a conversation need to be escalated or passed
to another agent. Twitter has made it easy for brands to move a customer
from a Tweet into a private message with the launch of Direct Message deep
links.

09 CRM & ID Matching
Does the vendor allow you to add tags and notes to social profiles? How
are these additions added to your CRM? Twitter allows brands to match
user IDs to their customer record so long as the user has either expressly
consented to be matched to their customer record or the matching is being
done based solely on publicly available data and/or data provided directly
by the applicable Twitter user that an individual would reasonably expect to
be used for that purpose.
10 Data Access
Does the vendor have formal business relationships with the social
networks they feature? Do they have enterprise level or whitelisted access
to their respective API feeds? These relationships matter, and can help
when outages occur that could impact your mission critical customer care
operation. Certified Twitter Official Partners can be found here.
11 Feedback
Does the vendor offer the ability to deploy CSAT and NPS surveys as well
as track sentiment conversion? Twitter offers a feature called Customer
Feedback which enables people to privately share their opinions with a
business after a service interaction. Inquire if the vendor has access to this
feature.
12 Integrations & pre-built Connectors
What types of third-party software does the vendor integrate with? Is it unidirectional, bi-directional or an iframe? If the vendor is lacking a connector
to a platform of importance to you, ask the vendor about their experiences
with custom integrations, who did the work and what was the outcome.
13 Knowledge Base
Does the vendor have a built-in knowledge base providing your care agent
with suggested answers based on the context of the message? Do they
offer connectors allowing you to utilize your existing knowledge base or
content management system?
14 Onboarding
How will they support you in getting up and running, both for product
training and the softer side of social care such as establishing an
appropriate tone of voice?

08 Credibility
Has the vendor deployed their solution in your industry? What’s the size
of their largest deployment? What is their up-time? Can they provide
references?

15 Routing & Prioritization
How does the vendor route and prioritize social messages to appropriate
care agents? There are many options including routing based on keywords,
influencer score and CRM history. Also consider language-specific routing
for localization and global coverage.
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